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Bu tezde, atom ve molekül fiziğinin temel uygulamalarından olan spektroskopik teknikler 

ile böbrek taşları ve idrarda bulunan böbrek taşı kristalleri incelendi. X-Işını Kırınımı 

(XRD), Furier Dönüşümlü Kırmızı altı (FT-IR) ve Furier dönüşümlü Raman (FT-Raman) 

spektroskopik teknikleri numunelerin kristal yapıları ve bileşenlerinin tespiti, Taramalı 

Elektron Mikroskobu (SEM) görüntüleri ve Enerji Dağılımı X-ışını analizi (EDX) 

sonuçları ise morfolojik yapısının ve elementel özelliklerinin araştırılmasında kullanıldı. 

Termogravimetrik Analiz (TGA) yöntemiyle de böbrek taşı numunelerinin organik ve 

inorganik özellikleri belirlendi. Sonuç olarak kalsiyum oksalat monohidrat ve kalsiyum 

fosfat yapıları belirlendi. Ardından, Raman spektroskopisi ölçümlerinde sıklıkla 

karşılaşılan çok önemli bir sorun olan floresan oluşumunun azaltılması için, numunelere 

kimyasal ağartma uygulaması yapıldı. Bu sayede ölçüm yapılmasını engelleyen floresan 

arka plan sorununa etkin bir çözüm sunuldu. Son olarak ise Mikro-Raman spektroskopisi 

tekniğiyle idrarda bulunan çok küçük boyutlu böbrek taşı kristalleri görüntülendi ve bu 

kristaller karakterize edilerek, sütrivit, ürik asit ve üre kristalleri tespit edildi.  
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used for the identification of organic and inorganic properties. As a result, calcium oxalate 

monohydrate and calcium phosphate are found. Furthermore, chemical bleaching 

procedure was performed in order to reduce the fluorescence which is frequently 

encountered in urinary stones analysis with Raman spectroscopy. In this way, a novel 

solution for the eliminating of fluorescence in Raman spectroscopic analysis of urinary 

stones is suggested. Finally, sub-visible sized urine crystals are monitored with Micro-

Raman spectroscopy, and characterization studies are performed. So, struvite, uric acid 

and urea crystals are determined. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Urolithiasis is one of the oldest and a common urological sickness and causes serious 

health problems. It appears between 1 % - 20 % of the general population of the world 

[1- 6].  Frequency of the occurrence is increasing with each passing day [7]. This disease 

arises as stone formation at the urinary system. These formations are known as kidney 

stones, which are also named as renal stones, urinary calculus or urinary calculi in the 

literature. Urinary calculi are described as crystalline deposits that have aggregated 

together to form a hard solid structure in the kidneys. Structures which greater than 1 mm 

are usually considered as urinary stone. 

Kidneys play a significant role in the urinary system, because they filter the blood and 

remove metabolic debris from the body. A number of people experience kidney stones in 

their life one or more times. Also, some animals, especially cats and dogs form kidney 

stones like humans. Presence of a renal stone can cause severe pain and infections for the 

patient, or sometimes they may induce damage of whole kidneys [8, 9]. Additionally, the 

disease costs millions of dollars for its diagnosis and treatment throughout the world. 

Lifestyle, ethnicity, and family history (genetic factors) also play important role for the 

urinary stone formation. 

Despite the stone analysis is very important and influences correct diagnosis and 

treatment, mechanism of the stone formation is not fully understood yet [10-13]. 

Generally, treatment can be a painful experience and especially large kidney stones are 

traditionally removed by invasive surgery. Fortunately, modern treatment techniques 

provide an opportunity for less painful applications. However after these kind of modern 

treatment techniques, residual stone fragments become smaller. Hence the collection and 

characterization becomes more difficult. 

Researchers have indicated that treatment and prevention of urinary stones can’t be 

achieved without knowledge of the stone formation process. Because the treatment of 

disease is specified according to the stone types. And unfortunately some misdiagnosis 
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facts have been reported for urinary stone analysis [14]. Reliable and efficient treatment 

of urolithiasis depends on the information of the chemical composition and size of the 

stone, which in turn enables classification of the disease. The structure and composition 

of renal stones are very complex and depends on many factors such as environment, food 

habits, age, sex, and metabolism [15, 16]. 

Several approaches have been utilized in order to collect information of urinary stones 

which include complicated techniques such as spectroscopy, crystallography, and 

microscopy. Within these methods, vibrational spectroscopy, thermogravimetry, X-ray 

diffraction, electron microscopy with energy dispersion, and polarized microscopy are 

the most popular ones for the composition analysis. Since they ensure fast, sensitive, and 

exact information about the major chemical components of the stone without any 

destruction, these techniques are very ideal for renal stone analysis. 

Therefore, this study aims to give general information about the renal stones and the 

analysis methods used in this field. The first part of the study involves detailed human 

urinary stone investigation which were collected from urolithiasis patients from Istanbul, 

Turkey. Concordantly X-ray diffraction (XRD), Fourier-Transform Infrared (FT-IR) and 

Fourier-Transform Raman (FT-Raman) spectroscopic investigations have been carried 

out in order to determine crystal structure and chemical compositions of that stones. By 

using the XRD powder diffraction patterns, FT-IR and FT-Raman spectra techniques the 

chemical constituents of urinary stones have identified. The crystallite size of the different 

stone types have been calculated from X-ray spectral data. Scanning Electron Microscopy 

(SEM) images and Energy-Dispersive X-ray Analysis (EDX) spectra have been recorded 

in order to investigate the morphological and elemental characteristics. Also 

Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) has been studied in order to indicate that the organic 

and inorganic properties of stones. Hence by using all of these techniques, this study 

shows the reliability and accuracy of the methods. Moreover, there is no such a 

comprehensive study in Turkey which uses and compares these methods on the analysis 

of renal stones. 

In the second part of the study, the use of Raman spectroscopy on renal stones is examined 

in detail. Raman spectroscopy is a vibrational spectroscopic technique and it has excellent 

applications on material science. Since most matters have a unique Raman spectra, 
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generally it can be used to evaluate molecular structure of compounds. Especially, Raman 

spectroscopy is very prevalent for biological sample analysis, because water molecules 

can’t effect the Raman measurements. Furthermore, rapid, inexpensive, noninvasive, and 

wet sample analysis is also possible with this method.  

Raman spectroscopy is widely used in urinary calculi investigations and characterizations 

[17-22]. Besides, some minerals which include hydroxyapatite (bone, teeth and renal 

stones) have been studied in several researches [23, 24]. However fluorescence signals 

can overlap Raman spectrum completely. That problem acts critical role in Raman 

spectroscopic studies. Fluorescence phenomenon acts a catastrophic effect for Raman 

spectroscopic measurements. Because it can overlap entire spectrum. 

In this context, this part aims to reduce fluorescence background intensity from Raman 

spectra of the renal stones which have lower excitation laser wavelengths.  So, the 

hypothesis of this section is that fluorescence background can be eliminated with 

hydrogen peroxide based chemical bleaching procedure and renal stones can be 

characterized exactly with 532 nm excitation laser.  

A large number of Raman investigators try to develop methods in order to prevent 

fluorescence. Although lots of papers have investigated bone or dental tissues, there is 

not any study associated with the fluorescence reduction in the conditions of chemical 

bleaching for the urinary stones in the literature. Hence, in this study, hydrogen peroxide 

solution was used for the first time with chemical bleach-based fluorescence reduction 

application in Raman spectroscopic measurements on calcium oxalate and calcium 

phosphate types renal stones.  

A comparative measurement using Dispersive Raman spectroscopy with 532 nm laser 

excitation wavelength has been performed. The main aim is to reduce fluorescence 

background from Raman spectra by applying 30 % hydrogen peroxide and acetone 

process. In addition, optimum bleaching time for eliminating the fluorescence 

background have been identified. Also, for determining ideal conditions for this type of 

specimens with different laser powers have been tried. Thus that study had introduced the 

bleaching procedure of urinary stones for Raman spectroscopy and it is shown that 
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chemical bleaching can be used in place of photo-bleaching or other fluorescence 

reduction methods.  

Finally, in the last part of the study our aim is to identify urine crystals (sub-visible renal 

stone particles) from directly urine by using micro-Raman spectroscopy. Althought there 

are sone of the studies for urine crystals done by Raman spectroscopy, urea crystal had 

been measured for the first time with micro-Raman spectroscopy. Micro-Raman 

spectroscopic approaches may provide quick and widespread approximations for renal 

stone characterization and prediction in clinics [25]. Also, urine microcrystalline analysis 

can provide opportunities for personalized treatments [26, 27]. Concordantly, Raman 

spectroscopy may be utilized as an alternative detection method for urine crystal analysis. 

Because, micro-Raman spectrometer works with Raman spectrometer and an optical 

microscope simultaneously, it means the technique allows research on different micro 

areas on sample surface, so especially is very useful tool for biological sample analysis. 

Consequently, It is evidenced that micro-Raman spectroscopy is especially favorable for 

identification of micro crystals from directly urine.  

Thus, this part indicates that Raman spectroscopy is a powerful tool in identifying 

different urine crystals. In this research, dispersive micro-Raman spectrometer have been 

used for the characterization of urinary crystallites, in which urine sample have been 

collected from a urolithiasis patient. This quick and convenient method can be used in the 

prediction of urinary stone types by providing early diagnostic possibility for the stone 

growth.   
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 MATERIALS 

2.1.1 Renal Stones 

Urinary calculi has solid structure, components of the stones consisted both crystalline 

and organic materials with the ratio of 95 % and 5 %, respectively [28]. There are many 

different chemical groups, and the most common components are; calcium oxalate 

monohydrate, calcium oxalate dihydrate, calcium phosphate also known as apatite, 

calcium hydrogen phosphate dehydrate known as brushite, magnesium ammonium 

phosphate hexahydrate known as struvite, uric acid, cystine, drug induced stones and 

organic substances [29]. 

 

Figure 2.1: Stone formation mechanism diagram. 

Unfortunately the prevalence of urinary calculi increases day by day, but its formation 

process is not completely understood [30, 31]. Lots of reasons can be considered for the 

beginning of the renal stone disease. Main factors have listed by scientists and also these 

factors are strongly related with the renal stone types [32].  
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Several biochemical disorders can trigger precipitation of urinary constituents and 

depends of this situation, kidney stone formation may begin [33]. As well, some other 

factors affect stone nucleation and growth such as pH, supersaturation, temperature, ionic 

ratios of urine [34]. Stone formation mechanism is illustrated as a diagram with three 

steps in Figure 2.1. If the concentration of substance in a solution is above the saturation 

point, the solution describes as supersaturated and that can support the crystal formation. 

In addition, when urine supersaturation is excessive, crystals begin to nucleate and these 

nucleated crystals are grow. Finally multiple crystals can be aggregate to form a renal 

stone.  

2.1.1.1 Occurrence of the Stone Types 

Some prevalent renal stone components are listed in Table 2.1 with the chemical formulas 

and their well-known mineralogical names. Up to now, 82 different components are 

recorded from various renal stones, however only seven of them have a frequency of 

occurrence of higher than 1 % [29, 35]. Further the distribution of components are very 

different.  

Calcium oxalate (CaOx) and calcium phosphate (CaP) structures are the most common 

kidney stone components, which appear approximately 80 % of all types of stones [36-

40].  In addition calcium oxalate stones are reported as the most frequent renal stone type 

[41-43]. Calcium oxalate monohydrate (COM) stones are thermodynamically stable than 

other calcium oxalate derivate and occurrence frequency higher than Calcium oxalate 

dihydrate [44-46].  

Calcium phosphate stones which called as (Apatite) are very common and they have 33 

% frequency [28]. Calcium hydrogen phosphate dehydrate (Brushite) has low rate around 

1-2 %, and tricalcium phosphate (Whitlockite) is very rare [28]. Magnesium ammonium 

phosphate hexahydrate (Struvite) stones are also frequent, and its rate around 6 %. Uric 

acid (UA) stones are common and rate is 8-10 % [48, 49]. Cystine is a rare stone and its 

occurrence rate is only 1-2 % [50-52].  
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Table 2.1: Most common renal stone components, their well-known names and chemical 

formulas. 

Chemical Name Formula 

Calcium oxalate monohydrate (Whewellite)  (CaC2O4.H2O) 

Calcium oxalate dihydrate (Weddellite) (CaC2O4.2H2O) 

Calcium phosphate (Apatite) (Ca5(PO4)3.OH) 

Calcium hydrogen phosphate dehydrate (Brushite)  (CaHPO4.2H2O) 

Magnesium ammonium phosphate hexahydrate 

(Struvite)  
(MgNH4.PO4.6H2O) 

Uric acid   (C5H4N4O3) 

Uric acid monohydrate  (C5H4N4O3. H2O) 

Uric acid dihydrate (C5H4N4O3.2H2O) 

Xanthine (C5H4N4O2) 

Tricalcium phosphate (Whitlockite) (Ca3(PO)4) 

Magnesium hydrogen phosphate trihydrate 

(Newberyite) 
(MgHPO4.3H2O) 

Cystine (C6H12N2O4S2) 

Drug induced stones  - 

Organic substances - 

 

Moreover Table 2.2 gives mix type stone and their occurrence rates. 34 % of renal stones 

form as only mono-mineral structure, however 44 % of the stones grow up with two 
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different kinds of minerals (mix type). That ratio is an evidence that mixed stone analysis 

has an important role for the urinary calculi characterization [47]. 

Table 2.2: Different types of urinary stones and their occurrence rates [47]. 

Urinary Stone type Rate (%) 

Whewellite 28 

Whewellite - Weddellite 24,6 

Whewellite – Weddellite - Apatite  17,8 

 Whewellite – Apatite 4,8 

Struvite – Apatite 4,6 

Uric acid - Uric acid dihydrate 4,1 

Artifacts  2,5 

Uric acid 2,1 

Whewellite - Uric acid 1,9 

Weddellite - Apatite  1,3 

Apatite 1,1 

 

Different types of urinary stones and their occurrence rates are listed in Table 2.2. Also, 

core-shell relation is important too, because usually different components can be 

separated homogenously between nucleus and the outer shell of the stone [53]. A mixed 

stone is given in Figure 2.2. Several components can be separately located in different 

shell layers and core of the stone. 
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Figure 2.2: Core-shell differences of a renal stone, uric acid core and calcium oxalate 

monohydrate shell [29]. 

According to this, collecting information about composition and structure of renal stones 

is quite important for determining etiological factors and understanding preventing ways 

for recurrence [54]. Besides, renal stones can grow up different locations in the urinary 

system, such as, urinary bladder, ureters or kidneys. Also, there is a relation between 

appearance of the stone and locations. Figure 2.3 illustrates stones and their forming 

locations. 
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Figure 2.3: Urinary system and renal stones with their locations [55]. 

2.1.1.2 Morphology of the Stones 

Renal stones can be formed into various sizes, morphologies and shapes. These particles 

can be as small as a sand or as great as an egg. Further, components and morphology of 

stones involve important knowledge about supersaturation [56]. These morphological and 

physical deference depend on the formation location and chemical structure (type) of the 

stone.  

In addition, the majority of the renal stones examined are smooth and ovular shapes, but 

infrequently some stones have sharp structures and edges. Also, drug metabolites have 

been found in the nucleus (core) of some stones [57]. Figure 2.4 illustrates various 

morphologies and physical shapes of many types of renal stone [58].   
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Figure 2.4: Renal stones with various morphologies and types [59]. 

2.1.1.3 Types of Renal Stones 

Calcium oxalate monohydrate COM and Calcium oxalate dehydrate COD are different 

forms of calcium oxalate mineral with one water molecule. Its chemical formula is 

(CaC2O4·H2O). The occurrence rate of COM is generally rare in nature however that 

compound appears with high frequency in urinary stones. COM mineral exhibits brown 

or yellow-green color and often disintegration of these crystals are very difficult [60]. 

Molecular structure of COM is shown in Figure 2.5. One water molecule and one calcium 

ion bind with oxalate molecule.  The crystal system of COM is monoclinic structure [61]. 
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Figure 2.5: Molecular structure of calcium oxalate monohydrate; a water molecule bind a calcium 

oxalate molecule in crystal form [62]. 

COD was discovered in the sea of Antarctica at 1930s. COD mineral is also called 

weddellite (CaC2O4·2H2O). Most frequently, COD and COM minerals appear together 

and they can be found in kidney stones very frequently. Many studies prove that crystal 

structures of these crystals are very similar [61, 63 and 64]. COD mineral has a tetragonal 

crystal system [65]. Figure 2.6 shows molecular structure of COD. 
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Figure 2.6: Molecular structure of calcium oxalate dihydrate; two water molecules bind a calcium 

oxalate molecule in crystal form [62]. 

CP or a well-known name apatite is a very common mineral in nature and also it has great 

importance for bones and teeth. Apatite, generally is used to define similar minerals such 

as, hydroxyapatite, chlorapatite and fluorapatite. Their chemical formula can be written 

as Ca5(PO4)3(OH,F,Cl), Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2, Ca10(PO4)6(Cl)2 and Ca10(PO4)6(F)2. The 

apatite mineral belongs to hexagonal dipyramidal crystal system [66]. It appears in 

urinary stones, and often it can exist in the nucleus. Besides, generally occurs together 

with other kidney stone minerals [67]. Molecular structure of calcium phosphate is shown 

in Figure 2.7 with five calcium ions, three phosphate molecules and one hydroxide. 
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Figure 2.7: Molecular structure of Calcium phosphate [62]. 

The chemical formula of Calcium Phosphate Dihydrate (CPD) is (CaHPO4·2H2O). Its 

mineralogical name is Brushite. Figure 2.8 presents a calcium phosphate ion and two 

water molecules. The CPD mineral is indeed another type of calcium phosphate structure. 

However, brushite is found rare when compared to apatite in urinary stone formation [68]. 

Additionally, CPD is a soft mineral, its color is usually pale-yellow, and CPD can be 

found with monoclinic prismatic crystals systems [69]. 
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Figure 2.8: Molecular structure of calcium phosphate dihydrate [62]. 

Uric acid (UA) is also another well-known kidney stone component. It may occur in 

urinary system after break down of purine molecules. C5H4N4O3 is the chemical formula. 

Uric acid existence is attributed to with urine’s low pH levels. Structure has monoclinic 

crystal system with four molecules in a unit cell [70]. Molecular structure of Uric acid is 

illustrated in Figure 2.9. 

 

Figure 2.9: Molecular structure of Uric acid [62]. 

(MgNH4PO4·6H2O) is the chemical formula of Struvite (MAP). It appears with 

infections, which caused by a bacterium in the urinary system. That bacterium lives in the 

kidneys of struvite stone patients. Also, alkaline urine (pH is greater than 7) is responsible 

for the formation of these crystals. Struvite treatment process is quite difficult. Mineral 
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grows quickly and spreads central structures of kidney, therefore it often takes place as 

staghorn stone. [60, 71].  

Besides, the texture of the stone may be quite large and if it is untreated, disease can lead 

to kidney damages. Molecular structure has orthorhombic pyramidal crystal system [72]. 

Figure 2.10 shows struvite structure; six water molecules bind with a magnesium and 

ammonium ion. 

 

Figure 2.10: Magnesium ammonium phosphate hexahydrate [62]. 

Cystine molecule is a kind of amino acid. The formation of cystine stones depend on the 

high concentrations of the cysteine molecules in the urine, and it can appear in the bladder, 

ureters or kidneys. Cystine occurrence rate is very rare but the frequency of recurrence is 

high if we take into account other rare urinary stones types [60]. Cystine molecules form 

as hexagonal-shaped crystal system. Figure 2.11 presents cystine molecular structure. 
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Figure 2.11: Molecular structure of cystine [62]. 

2.1.2 Fluorescence Reduction Materials for Chemical Bleaching on Renal Stones  

Hydrogen peroxide and acetone have used as chemical agents for the bleaching process 

of the renal stones. Hydrogen peroxide is a strong oxidizer.  Its chemical formula is 

(H2O2) and structural formula is H-O-O-H, it contains an oxygen–oxygen single bond. 

Figure 2.12 shows differences between hydrogen peroxide molecule and water. H-O 

radicals are appear easily after broken bond of oxygen atoms. HP is usually used for 

bleaching processes. Also, reacts for large number of organic forms such as fungi, spores, 

bacteria and viruses. 
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Figure 2.12: Structural formula of hydrogen peroxide molecule illustrated with bond angles. 

2.1.3 Urine Crystals 

Urine sediment includes some crystal particles, which crystals named as urine crystals or 

urinary crystallites. Urine crystals were identified after urine examined for the first time 

with classical optical microscope by Fabricius Nicolaus in early 1600s [73]. Most of the 

urine crystals were characterized in the 19th century, and urine examination was utilized 

for clinically. Also urine crystals were described as main particles of urine [74]. First 

book which related with urinary deposits were released in 1844 [75]. Around end of the 

1800s, there was not any difference about the knowledge of urinary crystals with modern 

days [76]. Light microscopic images of most prevalent crystals such as; cysteine, struvite, 

calcium oxalate dihydrate, calcium oxalate monohydrate and regular-irregular shaped 

uric acid crystals are shown in Figure 2.13, respectively.  

Additionally, researchers remark that urinary crystals are significance for urinary stone 

diseases [77-81]. Crystal growth is the start point for urinary stone disease, and these 

crystals are like as building blocks of renal stones. Likewise, the adhesion interaction 

between surfaces of kidney cells and urinary crystallites has importance for the urinary 

calculi formation [82]. Because in normal conditions, micrometer sized crystals are not 

attached to the kidney cells and they can be easily excreted with the urine. Crystal growth 

and aggregation process are main steps of stone formation [83]. 
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Figure 2.13: Optical microscopic images of different urine crystals, a) cystine, b) struvite, c) 

calcium oxalate dihydrate, d) calcium oxalate monohydrate, e) uric acid, and f) irregular 

shaped uric acid. 

Besides, urine crystals can exist both in healthy persons and urinary stone patients [84, 

85]. However, there are some important differences between two kinds of urine (healthy 

and lithogenic). Some studies indicated that urinary crystals mark variations in particle 

size, morphology, aggregation, and crystal phase between healthy humans and urinary 

stone patients [86, 87]. Healthy urine subjects are dispersed and rounded rather than 

lithogenic samples, also their size are smaller [88]. Crystals which exist in patient urine, 

have same sharp edges and tips [82]. Particles sizes which under the 20 µm can be easily 

excreted directly with the urine [89]. The number of crystals which size higher than 12 

µm may found around 16 - 65 % in the urine of stone formers, however in healthy persons, 

this ratio is approximately 13 % [90]. Morphological differences between the healthy and 

lithogenic types of urinary crystallites are generally related with variations of the 

inhibitors in kidneys because they can balance crystal sizes [91, 92], inhibitor 

concentrations and activities are dissimilar [90, 93-96].  

However there is not directly relation between particle size (crystal) and disease, for 

example sometimes particle sizes of the lithogenic urine are smaller than healthy subjects, 

additionally properties may vary for male and female patients. Also, food metabolism is 
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often impress the size of crystals [97, 98]. But generally urinary crystallites of healthy 

subjects are stable than patients [99]. 

2.2 METHODS 

This section also gives an overview of main characterization techniques for utilizing on 

renal stone and urine crystal characterizations and investigations. 

2.2.1 Stone Analysis 

Stone analysis is recommended for investigation of urinary stone patients (lithogenic) all 

over the world. Reliable and efficient treatment of the renal stone disease depends on the 

information of the chemical composition of the calculi, which in return enables 

classification of the disease. A large number of techniques are used for renal stone 

analysis. But in recent years some methods such as X-ray diffraction and IR spectroscopy 

have overtaken the others. These methods ensure fast, sensitive, and extract information 

about the major chemical components of the stones without any destruction [33].  

Additionally, vibrational spectroscopy has been effectively connected to the examination 

of the urinary stones in recent years. Different characterization techniques like as; SEM, 

EDX and TGA are also used to determine the organic and inorganic constituents of 

“human stones”. Analysis from minimum two different methods have been recommended 

for comparison of the results. Accurate and complete analyses of these samples are 

presented in next sections. 

In this thesis, several experimental methods have been applied on kidney stones. The 

purpose of calculi analysis may be qualitative or quantitative. Since, stones have usually 

small size, fragile and heterogeneous structures. Especially after the modern treatment 

techniques, it is difficult to analyze them related with their sizes [100].  

However, collecting information on chemical components provides correct diagnosis and 

treatment. Various numbers of analysis techniques were used for the characterization of 

the components of the renal stones. Generally combination of two methods which given 

below is advised for determining exact stone compositions. Fourier Transform Infrared 

(FT-IR), Fourier Transform Raman (FT-Raman), Dispersive Raman (Disp-Raman), X-
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Ray Diffraction (XRD), Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) and lastly Scanning 

Electron Microscopy (SEM) with Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) are given 

in different articles as most popular and effective methods.  

2.2.2 Urine Crystal Analysis 

A large number of studies are performed on kidney stone analysis with several 

approximations [101-104]. Each characterization method have different benefits. For this 

reason any two of the above mentioned techniques can be used as complementary in order 

to understand the structure and composition of the calculi. Also, sufficient amounts of 

stones can easily be characterized with commonly used techniques; however 

characterization would be difficult when stones formed as sand like (powder) particles or 

sub-visible crystals. However, usually in clinical applications, urinary stone formation 

can’t be predicted before their appearance. If stones could be detected before their 

formation, prevention or treatment process would performed more effectively and easily. 

Since it has great economical value and the recurrence rate of the disease is very high, 

early diagnosis and prevention of stone recurrence is crucial [105].  

Eventually, renal stone formation is a deviant bio-mineralization activity and several 

studies show that there is a remarkable relation between urinary stones and the types of 

urinary crystallites. Especially, this similarity increases when we consider the urinary 

stone patients [24, 106-109]. Urine salt components such as oxalate ion, can grow and 

turn to be a large stone piece in a short span of time in stone former patients. However 

calculi mineral components can only grow up unimportant small sized urine crystals in 

healthy people, so they can be transferred easily with daily urine [88]. 

On the other hand, urine examination is very extensive method for understanding 

urological sickness and crystal formation in hospitals [99]. The crystal precipitation starts 

in the urinary system and it can continue after the end of the excretion from body with 

urine, since temperature and pH conditions may affect this process directly [74]. For 

example 4 C° conservation conditions can lead to precipitation of phosphate and urate 

crystals [74]. Since the storage time and these mentioned conditions have a great 

importance for urinary crystal investigations, examination of the stones must be finished 

as soon as possible in addition to keeping the body conditions carefully [110]. 
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In this sense, generally classical light microscopy or polarized light microscopes are 

prevalently used for the identification of that urine crystals [111]. These classical methods 

can ensure good results in order to observe small urine crystals. However, in these 

techniques, the definitions are based on only their crystal shape (physical appearance). 

But, since the urine crystals are frequently irregular shaped and colorless, they can’t be 

easily defined. Besides, determining and imaging of urine crystals with classical 

microscopes involve some different problems like having small sizes and low densities 

[112, 113]. These kinds of particles (urine crystals) usually have a size under 100 µm and 

they are defined as sub-visible [114]. Also, probing the solubility properties of crystals is 

an alternative way for characterization. Some chemicals can be used as a marker for 

different crystals; for instance calcium phosphate and triple phosphate are soluble in 

acetic acid and hydrochloric acid or calcium oxalate is soluble in hydrochloric acid and 

sodium hydroxide [115]. However this kind of biochemical analysis procedures has some 

limitations [74]. In this context more complicated techniques must be required for 

obvious crystal analysis.  

In recent years, modern treatment techniques have developed, such as extracorporeal 

shock wave lithotripsy (ESWL) and ureteroscopic lithotripsy (URSL). They can provide 

effective stone management and less painful treatment than previous techniques. 

However, after applying these modern techniques, residual stone fragments are generally 

too small for considering collection and analysis. Mainly, great deals of researches are 

carried out studies on the samples which have enough size for classical analysis methods 

and these samples are acquired via surgery or natural ways. In this sense, micro-

spectroscopic techniques can be utilized for collecting information from these small stone 

particles. Current urinary calculi analysis techniques need at least visible size of samples 

in practice, but only a few investigations have tried to identify invisible stone fragments 

or urine crystals from directly urine.  

Micro spectroscopic techniques include both qualitative and quantitative measurements. 

They have many advantages over traditional biochemical methods, especially micro-

Raman spectroscopy has several features, which can be used for medical and biological 

analysis. The technique enables high chemical specificity, faster data analysis, 

nonspecific sample preparation and molecular characterization [116].  
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Several investigations are interested with this topic. For example; Xin-yuan et al., studied 

various sizes of calcium oxalate monohydrate and dihydrate crystals [117]. Kreshnik 

Angonil et al., were reported spectroscopic investigations of urinary sands, and they were 

used Raman spectroscopy for illustrates the presence of struvite and apatite in their study 

[118]. Yi-Chun Chiu et al, reported the use of micro-Raman spectroscopy for determining 

the composition of the renal stone sediments directly from the urine after the treatment 

procedure. 

2.2.3 Spectroscopy 

Spectroscopy is an important branch of modern physics. It utilizes several analysis 

methods [119], instruments which are used in this field are called as spectrometers. The 

discipline (spectroscopy) is concerned with absorption, emission, scattering and 

diffraction of electromagnetic radiation with mater [120].  

Emission and absorption of the electromagnetic waves are a consequence of the energy 

transfer between radiation and matter. However scattering is terms of electromagnetic 

wave deflection from matter (atom or molecule), scattering can occur each direction and 

elastic and inelastic types are exists. Additionally, diffraction emerges from the nature of 

the electromagnetic waves [121]. 

Spectral results can give information about the atomic and molecular structure of any 

system, such as; molecular geometries and symmetries (bond angles, bond lengths, and 

torsion angles), electric and magnetic properties, electron densities or energy level 

distributions [122, 123]. In recent years, molecular spectroscopic techniques are 

commonly used in both quantitative or qualitative analysis and characterization of 

materials, eventually, spectroscopy plays an essential role for several sub-branch of 

physics [124, 125]. 

The physical properties of light were determined by James Clerk Maxwell in 1870s. 

Accordingly, electromagnetic radiation can be defined as; a wave produced by both of 

electric “E” and magnetic “H” fields, which fluctuate perpendicular to each other and 

perpendicular to the propagation direction [126]. Likewise, the direction of propagation 

of both electric and magnetic fields can be located in any axis. Also the electric and 
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magnetic fields of the electromagnetic radiation can be calculated by equations (2.1) and 

(2.2), respectively. These formulas arise from Maxwell equation. 

E =  𝐸𝑜 cos [2𝜋 (
𝑥

𝜆
− 𝑣𝑡)] = 𝐸𝑜 cos(𝑘𝑥 − 𝑤𝑡)                                                            (2.1) 

H = 𝐸𝑜 cos [2𝜋 (
𝑥

𝜆
− 𝑣𝑡)] = 𝐸𝑜 cos(𝑘𝑥 − 𝑤𝑡)                                                            (2.2) 

Here; “k” is the angular wavenumber and “w” is angular frequency.  

k=
2π
λ

                                               (2.3) 

w=kv                                                                                                                          (2.4) 

An electromagnetic wave shows in Figure 2.14. Where; E0 and H0 are the maximum 

values of the electric and magnetic fields of the electromagnetic waves, respectively. In 

addition, “ν” is equal to “c” in free space.  

 

Figure 2.14: Electromagnetic wave, black arrow shows the direction of propagation. Magnetic 

and electric fields are illustrated with blue and red lines, respectively.  

ṽ=
1

λ
                                                                                                                             (2.5) 

“λ” is the radiation wavelength and it describes as the distance between two neighbor 

peak points of electromagnetic wave. Also “ν” is the frequency, and it can be define as 

number of fluctuate at one point in a second, the unit of the frequency is Hertz.  
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Another approximation came up with Planck and Einstein, which was based on quantum 

mechanics, this approximation states that, electromagnetic radiation is comprised 

physical properties of a particle. In this approach, energy packets which defined as 

photons are generate the electromagnetic radiation, in this place, the energy of any photon 

can be calculated by Planck’s equation (2.6). Where; “ν” is the frequency of the photon 

and “h” is Planck’s constant. 

E = h𝑣                                                                                                                          (2.6) 

After that, in 1924 particle-wave dualism was postulated by L. de Broglie. He was stated 

that if electromagnetic waves present particle properties, the moving matter can also 

exhibit properties like as waves [127]. According to the de Broglie’s approximation; 

moving particles behave as wave properties, and also they have a linear momentum “p”, 

related to its wavelength “λ”.  Basic wave illustration gives in Figure 2.15. Equation (2.7). 

Where; m is the mass of the moving particle, and v is the velocity. As a consequence, 

several spectroscopic characterization techniques are available, such as, electron and 

neutron diffraction in which the de Broglie’s approximation is used to determine matter-

wave properties [128]. 

 

Figure 2.15: Basic wave illustration. 

λ=
h

p
=

h

mv
                                                                                                                    (2.7) 

The electromagnetic spectrum divided different regions which related with its energy or 

in other words depend on its wavelength or frequency [128]. Figure 2.16 shows the 

electromagnetic spectrum and its special parts. Generally, wavelength parameters are 

utilized in the characterization of the regions.   
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Figure 2.16: Electromagnetic spectrum and its special regions. 

In here, the well-known visible radiation (400-700 nm) is only a part of the 

electromagnetic spectrum. Besides that, different regions can be described such as; 

gamma rays (0,003-0,3 Å), X-rays (0,3-100 Å), ultraviolet (10-400 nm), infrared (1 µm-

0,1 mm), microwave (0,1 mm- 10 cm) and radio waves (10 cm-30 m). Actually these 

parts of the electromagnetic spectrum are only postulated conceptions, because all of the 

electromagnetic waves have same physical properties. However, each parts can be 

utilized depends on its interaction capacities with matter. For example (from TV-radio 

communications, x-ray imagining or microwave applications). 

Quantum mechanical approximations are widely used in spectroscopic methods [129, 

130]. Because energy transfer mechanism between radiation and matter is easily 

explained by quantum mechanical theory. Emission or absorption of the electromagnetic 

radiation is only allowed with quantized energy levels. According to the Bohr’s theory; 

electromagnetic radiation can be only absorbed, if its energy is equal to the energy 

differences between quantized levels (E1 and E2), such as equation (2.8). 

Δ E1→2 = E2-E1 = hv                                                                                                     (2.8) 

Otherwise, after absorption of the electromagnetic radiation, excited atomic system could 

turn back to ground energy level with emitting an electromagnetic radiation, also the 

frequency of that radiation is equal to energy differences of states (E1 and E2). Figure 2.17 

shows absorption and emission process at atomic level respectively. 
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Figure 2.17: Absorption and emission of photon at atomic level.  

2.2.3.1 Raman Spectroscopy 

Raman spectroscopy is a kind of vibrational spectroscopic technique which exist after 

inelastic light scattering from matter. It conventionally works with, monochromatic laser 

light which located in the range of UV, visible or near-Infrared radiation. If photons do 

not pass-through directly from matter, they may be absorbed from the specimen, in this 

point molecules are excited to an excited electronic state from the ground state [131]. But 

this absorption can only take place when the molecular energy gap is equal to the energy 

of the photon. However photons can be scattered if these energy levels (molecular energy 

gap and photon) are different. Thus, Raman Effect is observed during this scattering 

phenomena. Scattering can be described as two different types which are Rayleigh and 

Raman [132].  

Although molecules which have net dipole moment are measurable in infrared 

spectroscopy, Raman interaction indicates for only polarizable molecules, and also it 

depends on molecular vibrational motions.  However Raman scattering is very rare 

process than other scattering types, because most of the photons are expose to Rayleigh 

scattering. But, this difficulty can be eliminated with efficient filters and very sensitive 

detectors.  

In Rayleigh scattering, process between photon and molecule is elastic which means, 

molecules return back its own ground state energy level after interaction with light 

(photon) without any energy transfer. However, Raman scattering process is inelastic, 

and different from Rayleigh scattering, a portion of energy can be transferred between the 

photon and the molecule. Since molecules absorb photon’s energy and go up to a virtual 

energy state, after that molecule returns back to its own ground state energy level as soon 

as possible by emitting a new photon, and that new photons energy must be different from 

the initial frequency [131]. 
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The Raman Effect can be defined easily with classic theoretical approach. First we 

consider a photon (light) with its frequency (νo), and electric field (E); 

E=Eowt                                                                                               (2.9)  

Where w is angular frequency; 

w=2πv0                          (2.10) 

Also, Eo is the amplitude and t is the time. 

If this photon (light) illustrates a diatomic molecule, the dipole moment µ can be given 

by the equation (2.11); 

𝜇 = 𝛼E = 𝛼𝐸𝑜 cos 2𝜋𝑣0𝑡                     (2.11) 

If that diatomic molecule is vibrating another frequency (ν1), we can write the nuclear 

displacement (Q) with equation (2.12); 

𝑄 = Q0 cos 2𝜋𝑣1𝑡                       (2.12) 

In here 𝑄0 is the amplitude of the vibration. 

For small values of vibrations “α” is; 

α=α0 (
dα
dQ

)
0

Q                        (2.13) 

In here, “αo” is the polarizability at the equilibrium position. So, the change of the 

polarizability can be written as equation (2.14); 

(
dα

dQ
)

0
                           (2.14) 

Finally, dipole moment can be defined as combination of equations (2.11), (2.12), (2.13); 

𝜇 = 𝛼𝐸0 cos 2𝜋𝑣0𝑡                       (2.15) 

𝜇 = 𝛼0𝐸0 cos 2𝜋𝑣0𝑡 + (
𝑑𝛼

𝑑𝑄
)

0
𝑄0𝐸0 cos 2𝜋𝑣0𝑡 ∙ cos 2𝜋𝑣1𝑡          (2.16) 
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𝜇 = 𝛼0𝐸0 cos 2𝜋𝑣0𝑡 +
1

2
(

𝑑𝛼

𝑑𝑄
)

0
𝑄0𝐸0[cos{2𝜋(𝑣0 + 𝑣1)𝑡} + cos{2𝜋(𝑣0 − 𝑣1)𝑡}]

                               (2.17) 

First term in equation (2.9) express oscillating dipole of the incident photon radiation, in 

other words it means that Rayleigh scattering, and second part describes that Raman 

scattering frequencies; (νo + ν1), is anti-stokes scattering and (νo + ν1) is stokes term of the 

Raman spectral shifts.  

Raman scattering appears two different types, they are called as, Stokes scattering and 

Anti-Stokes scattering. Stokes scattering occurs when photons scattered with lower 

frequency than the initial source excitation energy. However, Anti-stokes scattering 

consists when energies of scattered photons are greater than initial excitation frequency 

[133]. Besides, the Stokes and anti-stokes Raman intensities are directly proportional to 

the number of molecules in the lowest and highest vibrational levels.  

So, that energy transfer emerges as frequency shifts for the initial monochromatic light. 

Hence, different frequency shift patterns appear a fingerprint (unique), for any compound. 

Raman Effect can be described using the energy level diagram which shown in Figure 

2.18, Stokes and Anti-Stokes Raman scattering are illustrated by red and green transition 

at atomic level, respectively. 

Usually, Stokes scattering Raman intensities are greater than the Anti-Stokes Raman 

intensities. Because, in normal conditions, the number of molecules which located at the 

higher vibrational energy level is less than the number of molecules at the lower 

vibrational energy levels. Raman spectra are plotted with both the scattered intensities 

and Raman shift values. Raman shift is described as, the energy differences between 

scattered and incident photon frequencies. Also “cm-1” generally utilizes for the unit of 

Raman shift. Consequently, these shifted frequencies are characteristic fingerprints for 

the each individual molecule [134]. 
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Figure 2.18: Energy level diagrams for Raman scattering. Both ground state and first excited 

state are given as an atomic level. 

Besides, Raman spectroscopy has several advantages. Raman spectrometers can work 

with lasers which located in the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum. Also, 

required optical technology are simple and inexpensive. Further, monochromatic laser 

beam is utilize which may be focused precisely and selectively over any part of a solid 

sample. Also, the analysis of wet samples are also possible in this technique. The main 

disadvantage of Raman spectroscopy is the inherent interference from the fluorescence. 

However there are several methods which can use for eliminating that fluorescence 

background. 

2.2.3.2 Fluorescence Reduction in Raman Spectroscopy 

There are some significant restrictions to the Raman spectroscopy. The most important 

limitation is background fluorescence problem. That problem acts critical role in Raman 

spectroscopic studies. Fluorescence phenomenon acts a catastrophic effect for Raman 

spectroscopic measurements. Because it can overlap entire spectrum. If fluorescence 

occurs, the background is usually dominated by fluorescence signals and Raman bands 

become indistinguishable [135]. Fluorescence and Raman scattering are two very similar 

process but, which have different mechanism. Figure 2.19 shows general types of light 

scattering from a specimen. 
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Figure 2.19: General types of light scattering from a specimen. Rayleigh, Raman and 

Fluorescence are illustrated [136]. 

Normally, most of the molecules can exist in the ground electronic state (especially lowest 

vibrational levels) at the room temperature, and after interaction with electromagnetic 

radiation, some molecules gain energy and occupy higher vibrational levels of the excited 

the electronic states. After this level, molecules are lose their energy by collisions 

immediately, and go to the lowest vibrational level of the excited state. Finally, molecules 

may fall to any of the vibrational levels of the ground state, so the energy differences 

between both electronic states arise as form of fluorescence radiation. Fluorescence is the 

most important disadvantage of Raman spectroscopy, especially for biological sample 

investigations [137-139].   

After the interaction between specimen and laser beam, Raman signals are almost 

instantly exist (approximately ≤ 10-15s), because there is not any excited state transition 

[140]. However fluorescence is a slow process and needs more time than the Raman 

phenomena, it occurs occurring at time scales of 10-9 to 10-7 s [141]. Figure 2.20 shows 

differences between Raman and fluorescence in atomic scale with a diagram. Usually the 

most important reason for fluorescence is impurities and pollutes of samples, such as 

hemoglobin, collagen, lipids and proteins particles inside of biological samples [142].  
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Moreover fluorescence intensity could be as great as 104 than Raman signals [143, 144]. 

It means that Raman peaks can be cover up by a strong and broad fluorescence spectrum 

at same frequency band.  

 

Figure 2.20: Differences between Raman and fluorescence phenomena in atomic scale with a 

diagram. 

Therefore Raman spectroscopy utilization is limited to blockade of the fluorescence. The 

occurrence of that situation is very prevalent and also depends on excitation laser 

wavelength. The relation between laser wavelength and fluorescence emergence is shown 

in Figure 2.21. 

Raman spectrum involves more knowledge about such molecules rather than the 

fluorescence signals. Therefore, several techniques such as; experimental, computational, 

photo bleaching or chemical bleaching can be used in order to avoid fluorescence 

background from Raman spectra [142, 145, and 146]. Additionally, in order to keep away 

from the fluorescence, choosing correct excitation laser wavelength is also fundamental 

method. The probability of fluorescence emitting could decrease with low laser 

frequencies [147]. For this reason most of the applications are not useable in visible 

wavelengths. For example, using higher wavelengths at near infrared region is helpful for 

reducing fluorescence effect or, laser frequencies can be chosen lower than electronic 

transition levels. 
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Figure 2.21: The relation between laser wavelength and fluorescence emergence [136]. 

In this context, various studies have been performed in order to reduce fluorescence from 

biological tissues. For example, Gölcük K. et al. investigated photo-bleaching effect on 

fluorescence background and they used bone tissue as specimen [148]. Also some 

researchers utilized hydrogen peroxide for bleaching, because this chemical can be 

decrease background fluorescence ratio from Raman spectrum with the effect of the 

chemical-bleaching. In this approximation, fluorescence could be reduced from the 

photo-induced reaction of the used chemicals with fluorophores [149].  

There are different types of papers concerning with this phenomenon such as “Effect of 

Hydrogen Peroxide Bleaching on Bone Mineral/Matrix Ratio” written by Chen T. et al. 

Fluorescence reduction in the bone by Raman spectra with hydrogen peroxide chemical 

reduction protocol had been explained in this article. Additionally in a different paper, 

bone tissue and 30 % hydrogen peroxide interaction has been studied from Penel et al., 

and noticed that characteristic Raman frequencies of the sample had not changed after 

this application [150]. 

On the other hand, some studies express that the intensity of phosphates bands of the 

samples are decreases after chemical bleaching application. However, according to study 

of the ref. [151], a group of teeth has divided by three parts, for determining the chemical 

activation of bleaching agents which include different concentration of hydrogen 
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peroxide. The results of the mentioned investigation show that, there was not any 

significant differences for the phosphate concentration of the teeth group of 9.5 % 

hydrogen peroxide, but the phosphate concentration is dramatically decreased for the 

teeth group of 38 % hydrogen peroxide bleaching agent.  

As a result, such studies have shown that chemical bleaching for fluorescence reduction 

is not appropriate for quantitative Raman spectroscopic studies. In recent years, studies 

which are based on Raman spectroscopy for the investigation of bio-mineralized tissues 

such as bones and teeth are very prevalent [136, 152-155]. Several bio-apatite such as, 

bone, teeth or renal stones give similar Raman frequencies [156-158].  

2.2.3.3 Infrared Spectroscopy 

When infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum interacts with matter, the radiation 

will be transmitted or absorbed consistent with vibrational modes of the molecules [159, 

160]. That means, when photons of the infrared radiation interact with matter, 

vibrationally excited molecules will appear [161]. Furthermore, molecules have different 

vibrational modes, and the number of the modes depends on structure of the molecule. 

Hence, infrared radiation can be utilize for characterization of several types of matter.  

A Beginning for the introduction of the harmonic vibration, at first, we have to consider 

molecules as; point masses which are connected to each other with mass-less springs 

(Wilson et al. 1955). Figure 2.22 shows a diagram for understanding the differences of 

the harmonic and anharmonic oscillators. 
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Figure 2.22: Internuclear distance vs Potential energy diagram for diatomic molecules, green and 

blue curves are shown harmonic and anhormonic oscillators, respectively.  

In equation (2.18); “Fx” is the force (Hooke’s law), “k” is the spring constant, and 

expresses the rigidity of the spring. Figure 2.23 illustrates double atomic system with their 

spring like chemical bond for understanding Hooke’s law at atomic level. In this case; M1 

and M2 denotes the mass of two different atom, also Δx is the distance from the 

equilibrium position from x-axis. 

𝐹𝑥 = −𝑘∆𝑥                         (2.18) 

 

Figure 2.23: Illustration for understanding Hooke’s law on atoms, chemical bond behaves like as 

spring.  
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Also; potential energy; 

Ep=
1

2
k∆x2                         (2.19) 

And kinetic energy; 

𝐸𝐾 =
1

2
𝜇(∆�̇�)2                        (2.20) 

Here; 

𝜇 =
𝑀1∙𝑀2

𝑀1+𝑀2
                             (2.21) 

This equation must be in good agreement with conversation of energy. The total energy 

(Ep + EK) must be constant, 

So; 

0 =
𝑑𝐸𝑝

𝑑𝑡
+

𝑑𝐸𝐾

𝑑𝑡
=

1

2

(∆�̇�2)

𝑑𝑡
+

1

2
𝑘

𝑑(∆𝑥2)

𝑑𝑡
                   (2.22) 

From Newton’s equation of motion; 

𝑑2∆𝑥

𝑑𝑡2
+

𝑘

𝜇
∆𝑥 = 0                       (2.23) 

Where; 

∆𝑥 = 𝐴 cos(𝑤𝑡 + Ø)                      (2.24) 

In here; A is amplitude, w is angular frequency and Ø is the phase. 

Combination of equation (2.23) and (2.24); 

𝑑2∆𝑥

𝑑𝑡2
+ 𝑤2∆𝑥 = 0                       (2.25) 

Finally, as a result; 

w=√
k
μ

                           (2.26) 
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Equation (2.26) expresses that frequency of harmonic motion increases when the rigidity 

of the spring increases, however decreasing with if the atomic mass of the molecules 

increase. 

We can write equation (2.26) another form with divided by 2πc; 

v̅=
1

2πc
√

k

μ
                         (2.27) 

Vibrational mode numbers and types depends on the feature of any molecule, as a general 

rule; linear molecules have 3N-5 different vibrational modes and non-linear molecules 

have 3N-6 different vibrational modes [162], where N is the total atom number in any 

molecule.  

On the other hand, dipole moments can be change during the atomic displacement and 

only some vibrational modes absorb infrared radiation because absorption needs net 

dipole moment for each mode. Absorption frequencies from vibrational mode occurs a 

specific pattern for the identification of the molecules species. These absorption 

frequencies are plotted for transmittance intensity as x-axis and wavenumber “cm-1” as 

y-axis. One of the most common and standard method for the stone analysis study is the 

infrared analysis [163-166]. 

In addition, there are some varieties as sub-methods in infrared spectroscopy which can 

provide several benefits. Information about the identity of the components of sample can 

be obtained by infrared spectroscopy. Also, it allows analyzing in a short time, and the 

current generation of Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectrometers provides data of 

extremely high signal-to-noise ratio. Figure 2.24 shows basic principles of a Fourier 

transform infrared spectrometer. 

Potassium bromide (KBr) pellet and attenuated total reflection (ATR) techniques seems 

to be most popular methods for sample preparation in the FT-IR. In KBr pellet technique, 

a handmade sample disc which includes both specimen and dried KBr powder is prepared. 

But, that disk can be formed only under the temperature and high pressure. KBr technique 

gives opportunity especially for Far-IR region studies. 
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However, ATR is a contact sampling method that involves an optical crystal with a high 

refractive index and excellent IR transmitting properties. Also, ATR is one of the most 

popular sampling techniques used by FT-IR Spectroscopy because it is quick, non-

destructive and requires no sample preparation. Although easier sample preparation is the 

main advantage of ATR.  

 

Figure 2.24: Fourier transform infrared spectrometer setup. Mirrors, light source, beam splitter, 

sample holder and detector are illustrated. 

2.2.3.4 X–Ray Diffraction 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is very important experimental technique and utilized for 

identification of the atomic and molecular structure of materials, however these materials 

must be in crystal form [167]. Atoms are located regular 3-D positions in crystal 

materials, and there arise as only some specific structures [168]. These structures called 

as unit cells. In this regard, X-ray diffraction pattern can be used as a fingerprint for 

identification of each crystal structure. XRD has been use as basic method for various 

researches [169].  

Several materials such as, metals, minerals, salts and several organic molecules can be 

investigated with this efficient technique. Each crystal structure has a characteristic 

diffraction pattern. Unknown sample’s identity can be found by comparing with spectral 

pattern with reference.  

Elastic scattering can be occurred after X-rays hit the atoms which are located in crystal 

structure [170]. In this scattering process generally x-rays cancel or support each other, 
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they called as destructive and constructive interference, respectively. However only some 

specific angles for each crystal can be reflected by the x-ray with constructively. Thus, 

specific angles (constructive reflections) can be utilized in XRD technique. A schematic 

diagram of constructive interference is shown in Figure 2.25, also equation (2.28) 

describes the Bragg's law phenomena; 

nλ =  2d(hkl) sin(θ)                       (2.28) 

In this equation λ is the wavelength of X-ray, n is an integer, d is the distance between 

layers of the atomic lattice, and θ is the angle between the scattered x-ray and the atomic 

layer. Also, this formula can be used for calculation for some parameters of crystal 

structure [171]. 

 

Figure 2.25: Coherent X-ray diffraction from crystal lattice. Red and green photons are reflected 

different layers of the crystal. But reflection angels are equal. 

XRD instrument works with a goniometer which utilized for changing position of the 

sample holder. The goniometer turns as degree by degree and x-rays are scattered from 

crystal surfaces of sample depends of the atomic layers. Also detector of the system 

records both intensity and angle positions of diffracted X-rays simultaneously [172].  A 

schematic diagram of XRD instrument is shown in Figure 2.26. 

Thus the characteristic diffraction pattern of the crystal can be determined. This pattern 

can be effected from the structure of the unit cell. Additionally intensity and angle 

position of the recorded patterns are depends on the number of the crystal planes and 

molecular structure, these scattering intensities and different angles are related to lattice 

parameters [173]. 
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Figure 2.26: X-ray instrument diagram with source, sample holder, goniometer and detector 

parts. 

2.2.3.5 Thermogravimetric Analysis 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) technique is one of the thermal analysis method 

which used to characterize a large variety of materials [174, 175]. Thermogravimetric 

analysis, determines weight loss of the samples as a function of temperature [176-178]. 

The technique can determine compositional properties of several compounds according 

to their organic and inorganic context. TGA needs minimum technical requirements to 

analyze the dehydration [179]. 

In this sense, the technique can measure weight changes on the sample, after cooled or 

heated [180]. Samples may gain or loss their mass due to the decomposition, oxidation, 

or dehydration reactions [181]. Thus, inorganic and organic components can be separated 

physically.  

In TGA experiments the quantity and rate of change in the sample mass determined with 

the function of temperature or time in a stable atmosphere [182]. TGA technique is 

frequently used as an experimental method, for specifying thermal change of solids. In 

decomposition, the mass of reactants vaporizes and turns to gaseous and usually a residue 

of char. 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1296207416301844#bib0180
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Figure 2.27: Thermogravimetric analysis setup. A balance utilizes for understanding mass 

changes during the heating process. 

The schematic diagram of the TGA system is shown in Figure 2.27. Generally, TGA setup 

consists of microbalance oven, waste gas system and a computer for the control unit 

[183]. The sample is heated with constant rate while the difference of the mass is 

measured. A mass loss refers that some gases take place from the sample holder and a 

mass gain indicates sample and oxygen from the air can cause reaction.  

In a typically TGA curve, the mass (m) is plotted on the y-axis and temperature (T) or 

time (t) is plotted on the x-axis [170]. TGA especially utilizes for the study of polymeric 

materials, in addition Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) had been commonly used for 

the urinary calculi characterization since 1970s [170]. 

2.2.3.6 Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) is an imaging method in which an electron beam 

interacts with sample surface. SEM involves a vacuum chamber and uses an electron 

generator in order to produce images of a sample. And also gives information about the 

composition and topography by scanning surface with a focused beam of electrons. 

Scanning Electron Microscopy technique has shown fine structure of several types of 

samples [184]. Generally, electrons are accelerated from tungsten electron generator and 

after then they hit the specimen surface. 

A schematic diagram of an electron microscope is shown in Figure 2.18. Three different 

types of interactions occur between the electrons and specimen.  
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These interaction products are; secondary electrons, backscattered electrons, and photons 

which produce from characteristic X-rays. Consequently, three different output must be 

detected by different types of detectors,  

Secondary electrons are low energetic, and appear after initial electron beam meets of the 

sample surface. Initial electrons from the generator take place of some electrons from the 

specimen surface. These relocate electrons are recorded from a specific detector. So, they 

are called as secondary electrons and, relevant detector can be collect signals from the 

specimen surface and converts to topography image [168]. 

On the other side, after initial electrons crash the specimen surface, they can remove back 

with elastic scattering, and they are labeled as backscattered electrons. Furthermore, their 

energies influences by the specimen density. Related detector embeds for recording 

signals from backscattering electrons which collect information about structure of 

specimen in SEM instruments [168]. 

Characteristic X-rays; are occurred when the initial electrons take off an inner shell 

electron from atoms of the specimen. After that another electron from outer shell of the 

atom fills this lower energetic orbital, and so characteristic X-rays can be emitted for 

according to the energy differences between inner and outer shell of any atom. This 

energy is very specific for each type of atom. Hence, in scanning electron microscopes, 

characteristic X-rays are used to determine elemental composition of the specimen. 
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Figure 2.28: Scanning electron microscopy instrument diagram. Sample holder, condensers, lens 

and coils are illustrated. 

Figure 2.29 illustrates this transfer phenomenon between orbitals. In other respects, 

Energy-Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDX) is a useful tool for mineralogical 

researches [168]. It can be utilized for the elemental analysis by using characteristic X-

rays. Generally, SEM and EDX are combined with the same instrument. Every atom has 

different characteristics X-rays, and energies of these photons can be used for determining 
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element contents for any specimens. Shape of the crystals can easily be determined by 

this technique [185].  

 

Figure 2.29: Emission of a characteristic X-rays from an atom after interaction with initial 

(external) and inner shell electron. Blue dot represents secondary electron and characteristic 

radiation emits after filling this orbital blank. 
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3. RESULTS 

3.1 CHARACTERIZATION OF RENAL STONES 

Human Renal stones were selected from Istanbul, Turkey and they were washed with 

deionized water in order to refine debris like mucous and blood. Samples were mixed 

ground in a mortar in order to make it fine powder.  

The crystalline structures of the well powdered urinary stones were recorded by XRD 

using a Rigaku D/Max-IIIC spectrometer with Cu Kα radiation, 1.5406 Å wavelength x-

ray was used for taking diffraction pattern in the 2θ in range of 20°–70°.  

The mid-region (4000 - 400 cm-1) room temperature FT-IR spectra was recorded on 

Bruker Alpha Series Spectrometer with attenuated total reflectance (ATR) technique. In 

this technique the fine powder form of renal stones were directly placed into the sample 

holder without any other process.  

FT-Raman spectra of the fine powder stones were recorded on Thermo Nicolet 6700 

spectrometer at the room temperature and the region of (4000-400 cm-1) and with using 

1024 nm laser.  

Morphologies of the stones were imagined by SEM on a JEOL JSM 7001F scanning 

electron microscope. The elemental compositions of stones were identified by SEM-

EDX.  

Perkin Elmer STA 6000 analyzer was detected the thermal stabilities of samples in TGA. 

Fine powder samples were heated from 30°C to 750 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C/min 

under N2 atmosphere. 

3.1.1 X-Ray Analysis 

According to XRD phase analysis, identified compositions, chemical formulas, ICDD 

numbers and crystallite sizes of each sample are given in Table 3.1.  
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Table 3.1: Composition, formulas, international card numbers and average crystallite size of each 

sample. 

Sample D (nm) Comp. Formula ICDD No 

A1 10.87 Apatite Ca5P3O13H1.3C0.1 #99-100-3635 

A2 

44.17 Whewellite Ca2C4O10H2.57 #99-100-0774 

13.07 Apatite Ca5P3O13H1.3C0.1 #99-100-3635 

A3 52.00 Whewellite Ca2C4O10H2.57 #99-100-0774 

A4 37.37 Whewellite Ca2C4O10H2.57 #99-100-0774 

A5 53.03 Whewellite Ca2C4O10H2.57 #99-100-0774 

A6 59.12 Whewellite Ca2C4O10H2.57 #99-100-0774 

A7 43.77  Whewellite Ca2C4O10H2.57 #99-100-0774 

 

XRD powder patterns of sample A1 to A7 are presented in Figure 3.1 respectively. 
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Figure 3.1: XRD powder patterns of sample A1 to A7. A1 and A2 have different XRD pattern 

then others. 
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3.1.2 FT-IR and FT-Raman Analysis 

FT-IR spectra of samples A1 to A7 are presented in Figure 3.2. 

 

Figure 3.2: FT-IR spectra of samples A1 to A7. A1 and A2 have different pattern then others. 
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FT-Raman spectra of samples A1 to A7 are presented in Figure 3.3. 

 

Figure 3.3: FT-Raman spectra of samples A1 to A7. A1 and A2 have different pattern then others. 
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The detailed FT-IR and FT-Raman spectral analyses are listed in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3. 

Table 3.2: FT-IR frequencies (cm-1), tentative assignments and compound names of the samples. 

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 Tentative Assignments Comp. 

- 511 511 511 511 511 511 O-C-O in plane bending COM 

555 563 - - - - - PO4
-3 bending Apatite 

601 601 - - - - - PO4
-3 bending Apatite 

- 660 657 657 657 657 657 Out of plane O-H bending COM 

- 778 778 778 778 778 778 C-C stretching COM 

871 871 - - - - - Vibration of CO3 Apatite 

- 885 885 885 885 885 885 C-C stretching COM 

- 949 949 949 949 949 949 C-O stretching COM 

1020 1026 - - - - - P-O stretching Apatite 

- 1312 1313 1313 1313 1313 1313 Vibration of C-O COM 

- 1374 1374 1374 1374 1374 1374 CO3
-2 COM 

- 1610 1609 1609 1609 1609 1609 Vibration of C=O COM 

1645 - - - - - - O-H deformation  Apatite 

- 3041 3045 3047 3043 3040 - O-H stretching COM 

- 3331 3330 3326 3321 3320 - O-H stretching COM 

- 3421 3427 3435 3440 3420 3420 O-H stretching COM 
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Table 3.3: FT-Raman frequencies (cm-1), tentative assignments and compound names of the 

samples. 

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 Tentative Assignments Comp. 

429 - - - - - - Phosphate bands  Apatite 

- 500 507 - 507 507 507 O-C-O in-plane bending COM 

- 892 892 893 893 893 893 C-C stretching COM 

962 962 - - - - - P-O stretching Apatite 

1072 - - - - - - P-O stretching Apatite 

- 1463 1463 1463 1463 1463 1463 Vibration of C=O COM 

- 1486 1487 1486 1486 1486 1486 Vibration of C=O COM 

- 1625 1633 1633 1633 1633 1625 C-O asymmetric stretching COM 
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3.1.3 Thermogravimetric Analysis 

The total weight losses for all samples are summarized in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4: The total weight losses (parts of inorganic and organic content) for the samples. 

Sample 
% Inorganic 

content 

% Organic 

content 

A1 85 15 

A2 45 55 

A3 38 62 

A4 35 65 

A5 36 64 

A6 37 63 

A7 30 70 

 

Thermogravimetric analysis was used for determining organic contents of the renal stone 

samples. The TGA thermograms of sample A1 to A7 are given in Figure 3.4, respectively. 
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Figure 3.4: TGA thermograms of sample A1 to A7. A1 and A2 have different pattern then others. 
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The SEM micrographs and EDX spectra of samples A1 to A7 were presented in Figure 

3.5, respectively. 

 

Figure 3.5: The SEM micrographs and EDX spectra of A1 to A7. 
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Figure 3.5 (continued): 
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Figure 3.5 (continued): 
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Figure 3.5 (continued): 
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Figure 3.5 (continued): 
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Figure 3.5 (continued): 
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Figure 3.5 (continued): 
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3.2 FLUORESCENCE REDUCTION IN RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY WITH 

CHEMICAL BLEACHING ON RENAL STONES 

Before starting the experiment, two different renal stone samples divided into two parts 

like as cross-section form with using a diamond saw. They are labelled as Sample 1 and 

Sample 2. A part from each of them is kept as control group and other ones are utilized 

for understanding the effects of chemical bleaching. Calcium phosphate (Apatite) and 

Calcium oxalate monohydrate (COM) are determined as compounds by FT-IR 

spectrometer for Sample 1 and Sample 2, respectively. Features of these compounds have 

been expressed in previous chapter extensively.  

The chemical bleaching process is started by with the interaction between 30 % hydrogen 

peroxide solution and renal stone samples, and the process is finished after by using 

acetone for the cleaning of pollutes such as fats, proteins and other residual biological 

particles. During the experiment each renal stone samples exposed with 30 minutes, 2 

hours and 24 hours chemical bleaching procedure, and their micro-Raman spectroscopic 

measurements have been done. Figure 2.2 shows bleached and non-bleached (before and 

after of the chemical interaction process with hydrogen peroxide) parts of the Sample1 

and Sample 2, respectively. 

The mid-region (4000 - 400 cm-1) room temperature FT-IR spectra was recorded on 

Bruker Alpha Series Spectrometer with attenuated total reflectance (ATR) technique. 

Following the bleaching protocol, samples were measured with micro-Raman 

spectrometer in the range 200–3500 cm-1 at the room temperature. Study is performed via 

Thermo Scientific Dispersive Raman (DXR) spectrometer which equipped with an 

optical spatial resolution of the ×10 magnification optical microscope. 532 nm green 

excitation laser source which gives high fluorescence background for many compounds 

were used.  

In addition, ideal laser power were determined by trying different values on the same 

point of the sample. Laser power was changed but other properties hold in constant 

conditions for selecting the most proper parameters. Although different laser powers 

between 0.5 to 7 mW were tried for determining ideal conditions (fluorescence / Raman 
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intensity ratio) for each types of specimens, 5 mW were determined as the ideal power 

and measurements were done with this value.  

Rayleigh scattering photons have been eliminated with an edge filter, where located on 

the spectrometer. The spectral resolution was around 2 cm-1 and aperture was 25 µm slit, 

also grating was 900 lines / mm. Finally, non-bleaching parts of the samples have been 

measured with FT-Raman spectrometer for understanding any spectral Raman shift could 

exist. 
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Figure 3.6: Bleached and non-bleached (before and after of the chemical interaction process with 

hydrogen peroxide) parts of the Sample 1 and Sample 2, respectively. 
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3.2.1 FT-IR Spectra 

In order to ensure the characterization of the kidney stone specimens, stones were 

subjected to FT-IR spectroscopic analysis.  Figure 3.6 gives FT-IR spectrum of both 

samples. 

 

Figure 3.7: FT-IR spectra of Sample 1 and Sample 2, for determining the composition of stone 

types (before the chemical bleaching process). 

 

FT-IR frequencies of the non-bleaching part of the Sample 1 and Sample 2 are listed in 

Table 3.5. 
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Table 3.5: FT-IR frequencies (cm-1), tentative assignments and compound names of the Sample 

1 and Sample 2 (before the bleaching process). 

S1 S2 Tentative Assignments Comp. 

- 511 O-C-O in plane bending COM 

555 - PO4
-3 bending Apatite 

601 - PO4
-3 bending Apatite 

- 657 Out of plane O-H bending COM 

- 778 C-C stretching COM 

871 - Vibration of CO3 Apatite 

- 885 C-C stretching COM 

- 949 C-O stretching COM 

1020 - P-O stretching Apatite 

- 1313 Vibration of C-O COM 

- 1374 CO3
-2 COM 

- 1609 Vibration of C=O COM 

1645 - O-H deformation Apatite 

 

3.2.2 Dispersive-Raman Spectra 

Also, Figure 3.7 shows the changes of the fluorescence intensity which depends on the 

bleaching process time for Sample 1. 
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Figure 3.8: Changes of the Raman intensity which depends on the bleaching process time for 

Sample 1, Fluorescence background had been reduced for half-hour and two-hour bleached 

samples with same procedure, though it has not sufficient to obtain clear results. 
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Figure 3.8 shows the changes of the fluorescence intensity which depends on the 

bleaching process time for Sample 2. 

 

Figure 3.9: Changes of the Raman intensity which depends on the bleaching process time for 

Sample 2, Fluorescence background had been reduced for half-hour and two-hour bleached 

samples with same procedure, though it has not sufficient to obtain clear results. 
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The background fluorescence is reduced at reasonable levels and Raman spectrum of both 

samples could be recorded. Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 show dispersive Raman spectra of 

Sample 1 and Sample 2 after end of the bleaching process, respectively. 

 

Figure 3.10: Dispersive Raman spectrum of the Sample 1, after the hydrogen peroxide based 

bleaching process (24 hour) for reduce fluorescence background. 
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Figure 3.11: Dispersive Raman spectrum of the Sample 2, after the hydrogen peroxide based 

bleaching process (24 hour) for reduce fluorescence background. 

3.2.3 FT-Raman Spectra 

The FT-Raman spectra of Sample 1 and Sample 2 are given in Figure 3.11 and Figure 

3.12, respectively. 
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Figure 3.12: FT-Raman spectrum of Sample 1 with 1024 nm laser wavelength (before bleaching). 
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Figure 3.13: FT-Raman spectrum of Sample 2 with 1024 nm laser wavelength (before bleaching). 

3.2.4 Comparison of the Raman Spectra 

Raman spectral results of the Sample 1 and Sample 2 (before and after 24 h bleaching 

process) are given in Table 3.6.  

Table 3.6: Raman frequencies and compound names of the Sample 1 and Sample 2 before and 

after bleaching. 

 Raman Frequencies (cm-1)  

Sample Before bleaching After bleaching Comp. 

S1 962 962 Apatite 

S2 1462 1463 COM 

 

Also, Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 give comparison of Raman spectra for both Sample, 

respectively. 
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Figure 3.14: Sample 1 before (FT-Raman) and after (Dispersive Raman) bleaching spectra. 

 

Figure 3.15: Sample 2 before (FT-Raman) and after (Dispersive Raman) bleaching spectra. 
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3.3 MICRO-RAMAN SPECTROSCOPIC INVESTIGATIONS ON URINE 

CRYSTALS 

Urine sample was collected directly from a urinary stone patient in Medicana Hospital / 

Istanbul. Sample preparing started with centrifugation process, before that the sample was 

divided into many parts around 2 ml. Two of them were kept on un-centrifuged case, and 

other parts were centrifuged at 103 rpm for 10 minutes for remove from cells and debris. 

The sample is examined by a confocal microscope after the centrifuged process for 

determination of urinary crystal existence. Figure 2.3 shows confocal microscope images 

of the urine sample. Lastly, centrifuged urine sample was dropped on a lamella directly 

and that was dried under the room temperature conditions.  

 

Figure 3.16: Confocal microscope images from urine sediment after centrifuge process for 

understanding the crystal existence. 

Prepared urine sediments were investigated under the dispersive Raman microscope in 

the range 200–3500 cm-1 at the room temperature. Measurement process was needed only 

a drop of urine sediment. Study was performed by Thermo Scientific Dispersive Raman 

spectrometer (DXR) which equipped with an optical spatial resolution of the ×100 

magnification microscope (objective). The experimental preparation processes are 

illustrated in Figure 2.4 basically. 

In addition to this, the wavelength of the excitation laser was 532 nm. Different laser 

powers were used between 0.5 to 5 mW, however optimum laser power designated to 3 

mW when we consider the fluorescence and background problem. Because intensities of 

both fluorescence and Raman have increase and decrease simultaneously. 532 nm 

Rayleigh scattering photons were eliminated with an edge filter. The spectral estimating 
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resolution (2.7 - 4.2 cm-1), aperture 25 µm, grating 900 lines / mm. Polynomial baseline 

correction were applied. 

 

Figure 3.17: Schematic diagram of the micro-Raman spectroscopy system, which utilized for the 

observation of both spectral data and microscopic images from urine samples 

simultaneously. 
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3.3.1 Micro-Raman Spectra 

 

Figure 3.18: Images of Struvite (a), Uric acid (b), and Urea (c), crystals under the ×100 objective 

Raman Microscope. 

Raman bands of investigated urine crystals are shown in Table 3.7. 
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Table 3.7: The most intense Raman frequencies and assignments of investigated urine crystals 

with ×100 Raman microscope. 

Crystal 

Type 

Raman 

Bands (cm-1) 
Tentative Assignments 

Struvite 

987 PO4 symmetric stretching 

943 PO4 symmetric stretching 

564 Bending vibration  

426  Bending vibration 

Uric Acid 

1233 Ring vibrations 

1044 Ring vibrations 

993 Ring vibrations 

785 N-H out of plane bending and in plane bending 

624 Breathing vibrations 

Urea 

1006 C-N symmetric stretching  

529 - 

 

Figure 3.16 shows the micro-Raman spectrum of struvite. 
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Figure 3.19: micro-Raman spectrum of Struvite crystal, it is observed with ×100 Raman 

microscope. 

Figure 3.17 shows the micro-Raman spectrum of Uric acid. 

 

Figure 3.20: micro-Raman spectrum of Uric acid crystal, it is observed with ×100 Raman 

microscope. 

Figure 3.18 shows the micro-Raman spectrum of Urea. 
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Figure 3.21: micro-Raman spectrum of Urea crystal, it is observed with ×100 Raman microscope. 
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4. DISCUSSION  

4.1 CHARACTERIZATION STUDOES ON RENAL STONES 

4.1.1 X-Ray Analysis 

XRD powder patterns of sample A1 to A7 are presented in Figure 3.1 respectively. 

According to XRD phase analysis, identified compositions of each sample are given in 

Table 3.1. According to these analyses, samples from A3 to A7 have the same 

composition of Calcium oxalate monohydrate (Ca2C4O10H2.57, COM), and its number in 

the international centre for diffraction data (ICDD) is (#99-100-0774). Among these 7 

urinary samples, A1 and A2 have different composition. Sample A1 has apatite 

composition (Ca5P3O13H1.3C0.1) also apatite’s ICDD number is (#99-100-3635) and 

sample A2 was found to be a mixture of (Ca2C4O10H2.57, COM) and apatite 

(Ca5P3O13H1.3C0.1). The XRD powder pattern of sample A2 revealed that the prominent 

peak (intensity ~80 %) is due to COM along with minor peaks of apatite. 

These results also confirmed by FT-IR FT-Raman and EDX analyses. The average 

crystallite size (D) was calculated from the diffraction line-width of XRD pattern 

(calculated for the most intense peak in XRD powder pattern), based on Scherrer′s 

relation (4.1); 

D, thickness =  0.9 λ/(β cosθ)                (4.1) 

Where, β is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the most intense peak, λ is the 

wavelength of the X-ray radiation, and θ is the angle for the most intense XRD peak. 

Minimum average crystallite size is 10.87 nm belonging to A1 (apatite), and maximum 

average crystallite size is 59.12 nm for the sample A6 (COM).  

As we understand from these results, average crystallite size is around 10 nm for apatite 

stones and 50 nm for COM stones. Calculated average crystallite sizes are summarized 

in Table 3.1. 
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4.1.2 FT-IR and FT-Raman Analysis 

FT-IR and FT-Raman spectra of samples A1 to A7 are presented in Figure 3.2 and Figure 

3.3 respectively. The detailed FT-IR and FT-Raman spectral analyses are also listed in 

Table 3.2 and Table 3.3. 

In the FT-IR spectra (Figure 2.2), band at 511 cm-1 indicates that the presence of O-C-O 

in plane bending vibration of COM [74]. Phosphates involving PO4
-3 ion remark that 

bending and stretching vibrations arise in the frequencies region between 300-600 cm-1 

and 900-1200 cm-1 respectively [186, 187]. In this study PO4
-3 bending vibration has 

characteristic bands observed at 555, 563 and 601 cm-1, these peaks remark Calcium 

phosphate (apatite).  Spectra occur weak peak at 871 cm-1 in calcium phosphate type 

crystals that belong to the CO3 ion [188]. 

The peaks at 665 cm-1 and 779 cm-1 are corresponding to O-H out of plane bending and 

C-C stretching respectively [189]. These absorption peaks are recorded around 657 cm-1 

and 778 cm-1. The peaks due to 885 cm-1 correspond to C-C stretching of COM [190]. 

Also, the weak absorption bands around 953 cm-1 and 945 cm-1 indicate that the C-O 

stretching vibration [191, 192]. In this study the C-O stretching peak is observed at 949 

cm-1. The weak and shoulder peaks at 1370 cm-1 refer to CO3
-2 stretching [192]. In our 

spectra it is observed at 1374 cm-1.  Intense band at 1319 cm-1 belongs to the C-O 

stretching [193].  

That band is found at 1312 and 1313 cm-1.  Strong absorption peak around 1040 cm-1 

refers to P-O stretching of calcium phosphate [190]. Broad and intense band around 1615 

cm-1 sings to vibration of C=O for calcium oxalate monohydrate [190]. This peak is 

observed at 1609 cm-1. Weak absorption band around 1645 cm-1 refer to the O-H 

deformation for the apatite [190]. The entity of calcium oxalate monohydrate molecules 

in renal stones are identified by extensive symmetric and asymmetric O-H stretching 

bands between 3047 and 3477 cm-1 [189]. 

For FT-Raman spectra, the weak band appears at 505 cm-1 is due to O-C-O in plane 

bending of calcium oxalate monohydrate [194]. In our study this band is recorded at 505 

cm-1. Peaks at 896 cm-1 and at 1631 cm-1 are signed as C-C stretching and C-O asymmetric 

stretching of COM, respectively [195].  
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In this study, these bands are observed around 892 cm-1 and at 1633 cm-1.  P–O stretching 

mode of calcium phosphates or apatite shows as strong band at the 959 cm-1 [196]. And 

additionally, strong peak between 1000 and 1100 cm-1 refers to the bending vibration of 

PO4
-3 [195]. In this work, bending vibration of the band PO4

-3 indicated at 962 cm-1 and 

1072 cm-1 respectively. Calcium oxalate monohydrate (COM) and Calcium oxalate 

dehydrate (COD) have nearly same band positions, however COM arise with C=O 

vibration at 1488 cm-1 [197, 198].  This band is recorded at 1486 cm-1. 

4.1.3 Thermogravimetric Analysis 

Thermogravimetric analysis was used for determining organic and inorganic contents of 

the renal stone samples. The TG thermograms of sample A1 to A7 are given in Figure 

3.4, respectively. Sample A2 to A7 show almost same thermal behavior. They consist of 

five distinct stages of weight loss, given in Figure 3.4. The endothermic weight loss 

occurring up to ~150 oC, which corresponds to the evaporation of water molecules present 

in the sample. The weight loss up to 450 oC is due to the decomposition of organic 

components in the sample.  

The weight loss between 450 oC and 550 oC is due to the conversion of anhydrous calcium 

oxalate into calcium carbonate with a release of carbon oxide {Figure 3.4 (green)} [199, 

200]. The major respective weight loss observed between 550 and 750 oC is due to the 

conversion of anhydrous calcium oxalate into calcium carbonate and the decomposition 

of calcium carbonate to calcium oxide. The total weight losses for all samples are 

summarized in Table 3.4. 

4.1.4 SEM and EDX Analysis 

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) is used to investigate the surface morphology and 

compositions of the urinary stones. It can be utilized in order to collect more information 

about crystalline structures of the renal stones, so SEM analysis can be used for 

corroborating X-ray diffraction analysis.  

Also SEM is coupled with Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) which could 

make possible to get both qualitative and quantitative results about the elemental 

composition of urinary stones. The SEM micrographs and EDX spectra of samples A1 to 

A7 have been presented in Figure 3.5, respectively. In SEM micrographs; A1 has almost 
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same morphology of apatite. A2 has prismatic rod type crystals. A4 shows the 

monodisperse and uniform flower-like microstructures. A5 shows the spherulitic crystals 

of Calcium oxalate monohydrate.  A3, A6 and A7 show the typical plate-like morphology 

[201].  

EDX analysis for the samples of A1 to A7 have detected carbon (C), oxygen (O), calcium 

(Ca), and phosphorus (P) elements as major components. Oxygen’s ratio between 51 to 

59 % for all samples, carbon shows distribution between 23 to 29 %. Additionally calcium 

has a rate around 10 % to 16 %. However phosphorus used as distinctive element for 

these samples, because only A1 and A2 has sufficient amount of phosphorus around 8.7 

% and 2 %, respectively. And the phosphorus ratio is under 1 % for A3 to A7. Because 

we know that A1 contains only COM, A2 has both COM and apatite, but A3 to A7 have 

not contain any phosphate type structure (such as apatite). 

As we know from previous methods such as XRD, FT-IR or FT-Raman A1 and A2 

already contain phosphate in the form of apatite. Each sample confirmed the chemical 

formula derived from mentioned methods and they are good agreement with related 

sample. 

4.2 FLUORESCENCE REDUCTION IN RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY WITH 

CHEMICAL BLEACHING ON RENAL STONES 

4.2.1 FT-IR Spectra of Samples 

In order to ensure the characterization of the kidney stone specimens, they were subjected 

by FT-IR spectroscopy.  Figure 3.6 gives FT-IR spectrum of both samples. Sample 1 arise 

as Calcium phosphate (apatite) stone. Bending and stretching vibrations of apatite are 

observed in the region of 300-600 cm-1 and 900-1200 cm-1 for (PO4
-3) ions respectively 

[186, 187].  Accordingly, in this study, PO4
-3 bending vibration was recorded around 555, 

601 cm-1. Also, a weak peak at 871 cm-1 occurred for CO3 vibration of apatite [188]. 

Strong absorption peak around 1040 cm-1 refers to P-O stretching, and weak absorption 

band around 1645 cm-1 refer to the O-H deformation [190]. These peaks are observed at 

1020 and 1645 cm-1, respectively.  
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Besides that, Sample 2 is determined as Calcium oxalate monohydrate (COM) stone. The 

peak at 511 cm-1 remarks that the presence of O-C-O in plane bending vibration in this 

types of structures [74]. Also, bands at 779 cm-1 and 665 cm-1 are corresponding to C-C 

stretching and O-H out of plane bending for COM, respectively [189]. These bands are 

observed at 778 cm-1 and 657 cm-1. The bands around 885 cm-1 corresponds to C-C 

stretching of COM [190].  

Weak peak around 953 cm-1 or 945 cm-1 indicate that the C-O stretching [191, 192]. In 

this work the C-O stretching peak is recorded at 949 cm-1. The weak and shoulder band 

around 1370 cm-1 refers to CO3
-2 stretching [192]. It is found at 1374 cm-1 for Sample 2. 

Intense peak at 1319 cm-1 arises as C-O stretching [193]. That band is found at 1313 cm-

1.  And finally, broad and intense band around 1615 cm-1 indicate that vibration of C=O 

[190]. This peak observed around 1609 cm-1 in this spectrum. 

4.2.2 Chemical Bleaching Process 

In this point, similar bleaching procedure of mentioned papers were applied on renal 

stones but, fluorescence background reduction have not achieved. It was noticed that none 

of the procedures which have been given in the literature are not fully applicable to kidney 

stones. For example, 360 minutes bleaching procedure were applied some of the papers 

for other bio-minerals but this level have not enough for eliminate the fluorescence 

background in renal stones. Finally, I have determined the most appropriate bleaching 

procedure after the application of different approaches.  

In this procedure, I have tried to extend the chemical bleaching time (24 hours detergent 

approach) and as a result of this we observed decreases in the background fluorescence 

intensity. I have noted that hydrogen peroxide has serious impact on the appearance of 

the samples. It affected surface of the sample egregiously. However acetone have not 

shown significant effect on the sample color or spectroscopic results. It was more useful 

to utilize acetone for only cleaning the surface after the end of the hydrogen peroxide 

bleaching procedure. 

It should be emphasized that, different points on the sample surface have to be measured 

in order to record a good spectrum since the urinary stones have heterogenic structure. 

They are composites, made up from inorganic and an organic matrix phase such as lipids 
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and proteins [202, 203]. Besides, to ensure homogeneity, powder form of the samples 

were prepared in a mortar, then they were subjected to chemical bleaching with hydrogen 

peroxide in a tube around six hours. However, contrary to expectations the fluorescent 

background had increased.  

As a result, we can say that the most useful way to chemical bleaching of renal stones is, 

taking a cross-section surface with diamond saw and measuring several different points 

from that surface. 

Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 show the changes of the fluorescence intensity which depends 

on the bleaching process time for Sample 1 and Sample 2, respectively. Since there is too 

much fluorescence intensity in the non-bleached part of the samples, it is impossible to 

get any spectroscopic meaning from them. First, only half hour and followed by two hour 

bleaching procedures are applied for both samples. Cross-section surfaces of the samples 

are affected by both hydrogen peroxide and acetone, however the background 

fluorescence is not sufficiently reduced for determining any Raman bands. 

4.2.3 Dispersive Raman Spectra 

Then, the chemical bleaching time have extended to 24 hour for both Sample 1 and 

Sample 2. Thus, the background fluorescence was reduced at reasonable levels and 

Raman spectrum of both samples could be recorded. Figure 3.9 and 3.10 show dispersive 

Raman spectra of Sample 1 and Sample 2 after end of the 24 hour bleaching process. 

Fluorescence reduction had been achieved for both of them with 24 hour procedure. The 

most intense and characteristic Raman peaks were determined for the samples obviously. 

The most intense peak has located at 962 cm-1 for Sample 1, and this peak is assigned as 

P-O stretching of apatite mineral [204]. Additionally, an intense peak is appeared after 

same process for Sample 2 at 1462 cm-1. This peak is very prevalent for calcium oxalate 

monohydrate, and assigned to the vibration of C=O [20].  

We can understand from the results that, 24 hour bleaching procedure has achieved 

enough fluorescence reduction for both Sample 1 and Sample 2. Although mineral / 

matrix ratio had changed for both sample, there are not any noticeable frequency shifts in 

Raman spectra. Hence, I can say that this method is not suitable for quantitative studies 
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for kidney stones. However that method is very proper for qualitative characterization 

measurements.  

4.2.4 FT-Raman Spectra 

For comparison of the results, and in order to understand is there any contamination, I 

have investigated non-bleaching part of the samples with FT-Raman spectrometer, with 

1024 nm excitation laser source. Also same vibrational frequencies are detected under 

with different spectrometers and laser wavelengths. The FT-Raman spectra of Sample 1 

and Sample 2 are given in Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12, respectively.  

The most characteristic (finger print) Raman frequencies of Sample 1 (Apatite) was 

measured at 962 cm-1 and Sample 2 (Calcium oxalate monohydrate) was measured at 

1463 cm-1, respectively. FT-Raman results also demonstrated the accuracy of chemical 

bleaching method. 

4.2.5 Comparison of Raman Spectra 

Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 show the comparison of the Raman spectral results for both 

Samples. We can obviously understand from these results, there is not any contamination 

at end of the chemical bleaching process. Because 1024 nm FT-Raman spectra of both 

Sample have similar Raman peaks when considering with the 532 nm Dispersive Raman 

spectra results. Some of the intensities are changed by chemical bleaching agents but, 

there is not any frequency shift or impurity peak for each Sample 1 and Sample 2. The 

significant peak of Sample 1 and Sample 2 is around 962 cm-1 and 1462 cm-1 for both 

measurement, respectively. 

4.3 MICRO RAMAN SPECTROSCOPIC INVESTIGATIONS ON URINE 

CRYSTALS 

After centrifugation process, prepared samples were investigated with microscope which 

located in the micro-Raman spectrometer. I have noticed that, 10 min centrifuged parts 

of the urine involved higher number of crystals than others. So, I have concentrated on 

10 min centrifuged samples especially. We also tried to investigate our sample with 

different optic lenses such as ×20 and ×50, however minimum fluorescence background 
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has been provided with only ×100 objective. Further, ×100 lens supplied optimum images 

in order to distinguish crystals and other particles.  Raman bands of investigated urine 

crystals are shown in Table 3.7. 

4.3.1 Struvite 

Primarily observed crystal is magnesium ammonium phosphate hexahydrate 

(MgNH4PO4 x 6H2O), also Struvite is the mineralogical name of this compound. 

Generally, formation of that crystal is related with kidney infections [205]. Proteus 

bacterium lives in urinary system and produces a kind of enzyme it’s called as “urease”. 

This enzyme catalysis the hydrolysis of urea to ammonia [206]. Eventually urine pH is 

lifted, and induced formation of some ions, aggregation of these ions cause crystallization 

of struvite [207]. Figure 3.15 (a) shows that microscopic image of struvite crystal from 

urine sediment. It can clearly defined as from its well-known shape.  

Micro-Raman spectrum of the struvite crystal can be assigned with the most intense peak 

of PO4
-3 vibration easily. Figure 3.16 shows the micro-Raman spectrum of struvite. Also 

we known that, struvite crystals have coffin like shapes and this information can be used 

for comparison the result. In this study, the shape of the crystal is in good agreement with 

our micro-Raman spectrum (Figure 3.15 (a)). Moreover observed micro-Raman spectrum 

in good agreement with de literature. According to the paper of Daudon et al., PO4 group 

show a symmetric stretching mode at 944 cm-1 [208]. Likewise Stefov et al. [209] 

observed that band at 939 cm-1.  

In this measurement, phosphate symmetric stretching vibration mode was observed 

around 943 cm-1. Also, the stretching and bending vibrations of the PO4 tetrahedra were 

effected from temperature [207]. Additionally, Prywer J. et al., observed the symmetric 

bending vibrations at 425 cm-1 [207]. This peak was recorded at 426 cm-1 in our spectrum. 

According to the Prywer J. et al., 988 cm-1 are stretching vibrations of PO4 tetrahedra.  

In our study stretching vibrations of PO4 tetrahedra was observed at 987 cm-1. Bending 

vibration for struvite is appeared around 565 cm-1 [207, 210]. In this study that band is 

observed around 564 cm-1. 
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4.3.2 Uric Acid 

Uric acid (C5H4N4O3) is the second examined crystal and which is an outcome of purine 

metabolism in the urine. Some studies mentioned that the uric acid concentrations can be 

related with renal diseases [211]. The sodium salt of uric acid has a poor solubility in 

water and crystals are aggregated at levels greater than 6.4 mg/dl [212]. Uric acid crystal 

has shown in Figure 3.15 (b).  

Figure 3.17 shows the micro-Raman spectrum of Uric acid. We can’t make any 

predictions from Figure 3.15 (b), because shape of the imagined crystal is irregular. 

However, the peaks at 627, 784, and 999 cm-1 are assigned to the ring vibrations [213]. 

The band at 627 cm-1 corresponds to ring breathing vibration [213]. In our spectrum this 

frequency observed at 624 cm-1. Also the peak at 785 cm-1 is assigned to N-H out of plane 

bending and in plane bending vibrations [214].  Similarly, this ring vibration is recorded 

at 785 cm-1 in this measurement.  

Additionally the most intense and characteristic frequency is detected at 993 cm-1 in our 

study. 900-300 cm-1 region have several vibration modes including ring vibration, 

bending vibration, and C-O, C-C, C-N, N-C-C stretching modes [213].These peaks are 

measured at 1044 cm-1 and 1233 cm-1 in our study. 

4.3.3 Urea 

Urea (CO (NH2)2) is the last observed crystal of this study, and it has two amino groups. 

It appears after end of the urea cycle.  The body excretes urea for avoid the effects of 

ammonia [215]. Urea is found in both blood and urine, and it is a widespread marker for 

lots of urinary troubles [216, 217]. Generally, this kinds of crystals are formed as prism 

shape, some regular shaped urea crystals are shown in Figure 3.15 (c). 

Figure 3.18 shows the micro-Raman spectrum of Urea. Generally, urea crystals appear as 

prismatic shapes. Figure 3.12 (c) shows microscopic image of regular shaped urea crystal. 

Presences of urea molecules are referred by characteristic Raman peaks at 527 and 1006 

cm-1 [218, 219]. The most intense peak for urea is located around 1006 cm-1, that peak 

corresponds to C-N symmetric stretching [216]. In this research, similarly these 

frequencies are observed around 529 and 1006 cm-1, respectively.
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5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In this thesis, X-ray Diffraction (XRD), Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR), Fourier 

Transform Raman (FT-Raman), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images, Energy-

Dispersive X-ray Analysis (EDX) and Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) have been 

applied on human renal stones for characterization. Also, this thesis offers a solution for 

reducing background fluorescence problem for Raman spectroscopic measurements in 

renal stone samples. Finally, the thesis includes micro-Raman spectroscopic studies for 

observation of urine crystals directly from urine. 

Renal stone analysis is very important because it influences correct diagnosis and 

treatment. Urolithiasis is most common urological sickness however stone formation 

mechanism is still not fully understood. The first part of the study includes classical 

kidney stone analysis. The urinary stone samples were observed with several 

experimental methods, and their chemical compositions have also been determined. The 

component of A1 is determined as apatite. A2 contains both calcium oxalate monohydrate 

and apatite, while samples A3 to A7 have composed of only calcium oxalate 

monohydrate. This study indicates that, both XRD and FT-IR/Raman techniques are 

powerful, sensitive, reliable and less time consuming for the classification of human 

urinary stones. 

The surface morphologies and the compositions of the urinary stones were examined by 

using SEM coupled with EDX. A1 has almost the same morphology of apatite. A2 

consists of prismatic rod type crystals. A4 shows the monodisperse and uniform flower-

like microstructures. A5 contains the spherulitic crystals of COM. A6 and A7 show the 

typical plate-like morphology. EDX analysis of each sample confirmed the chemical 

formula derived from XRD powder pattern of related sample while the morphologies 

have different shapes. Thermal analysis results showed the characteristic peaks for 

dehydration and decomposition of calcium oxalate monohydrate and apatite up to 700 oC.  
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As a result, systematic and detailed study of the kidney stones was performed for several 

kidney stones which were collected from Istanbul-Turkey for the first time. These results 

can be useful for the researchers studying on kidney stones and related diseases. Besides, 

this investigation can be considered as a base study for taking a step on this topic and 

subsequent researches. In addition, second and third parts of the study were associated 

with each other.  

Second part of the study is related with the background fluorescence problem in Raman 

spectroscopy for bio-mineralized tissues (renal stones). Several investigations try to 

reduce background fluorescence in Raman spectroscopy, because Raman spectrum 

involves more information about such molecules rather than the fluorescence signals.  

There are lots of papers related with fluorescence reduction for Raman spectroscopy of 

bone or teeth samples, however chemical bleaching studies for renal stones have not been 

investigated yet. This part of the thesis is the first study on this topic, hence the result has 

a great importance. Fluorescence problem plays significant role in Raman spectroscopic 

investigations especially while studying with lower laser wavelengths. Excitation laser 

wavelength is very important because, the probability of fluorescence emitting could be 

decreased with lower laser frequencies.  

Accordingly, in order to keep away from the fluorescence, choosing the correct excitation 

laser wavelength is fundamental method, however this approach does not always offer a 

solution. Besides, several techniques such as experimental, computational, photo 

bleaching or chemical bleaching can be used in order to avoid fluorescence background 

from Raman spectra. 

This part of the study shows that chemical bleaching method with hydrogen peroxide, 

causes reduction on fluorescence background for Raman spectroscopic investigations of 

renal stones. Samples were measured by dispersive Raman spectroscopy. 532 nm laser 

have been utilized as excitation source. Different laser powers between 0.5 to 7 mW have 

been tried for determining ideal conditions for both of the renal stone samples.  

Experiments prove that 5 mW laser power should be used for optimum signal 

fluorescence ratio for each sample. Ideal chemical bleaching time is around 24 hours for 

two different types of renal stone sample. Fluorescence reduction had been achieved for 
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both of them after applying these approximation. The most intense peak was located at 

962 cm-1 for Sample 1, and at 1462 cm-1 for Sample 2. These peaks are significant signs 

for apatite and calcium oxalate monohydrate of Sample 1 and 2 respectively. Since the 

samples of the studies have same components, results have a good agreement with FT-IR 

and FT-Raman spectra, and the results of the first part of the study. Thus, unsurprisingly 

results of the first and second part of the study are in compliance and support each other.   

Also, in the previous (first) part, thermogravimetric analysis results of investigated 

samples show that stones have heterogenic structure, which means that they involve 

organic and inorganic materials. For this reason, in the second part; different points on 

the sample surface have to be measured in order to record a good spectrum. Because the 

samples of the both parts have same physical and chemical properties. This research 

emphasizes that stones must be cut in cross-section form before the bleaching process and 

surfaces should be measured at several different points after bleaching in order to obtain 

a good spectrum. Although mineral / matrix ratio had changed for both sample, there are 

not any noticeable frequency shifts in Raman spectra.  

So, we can say that this method is not suitable for quantitative studies. Consequently, this 

study can be utilized as a bleaching procedure for the Raman spectrum of urinary stones. 

Hence, chemical bleaching is a useful way to decrease fluorescence for bio-minerals and 

it can be used an alternative method in place of the photo-bleaching. 

Lastly, current urinary calculi analysis techniques need at least a visible size of sample in 

practice. However after using modern treatment techniques such as Extracorporeal Shock 

Wave Lithotripsy (ESWL), the residual stone fragments are too small for aggregation and 

characterization. Micro-Raman spectroscopy is very proper and prevalent technique for 

biological sample analysis and especially for mineralized tissues. Also that technique 

allows analysis of very small fractions of beyond classical approaches.   

The third part of the study has revealed that micro-Raman spectroscopy is a favorable 

method for the identification of urine micro-crystals. In prevalent investigations; 

sufficient amounts of renal stone samples can easily be characterized with common 

techniques; however characterization would be difficult when stones formed as sand-like 

(powder) particles or sub-visible crystals. But, after applying modern treatment 
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techniques, residual stone fragments are generally too small for considering collection 

and analysis. In this sense, the third part of the study gives great results for collecting 

information from these small stone particles unlike from current researches. Also, only a 

few investigations have tried to identify invisible stone fragments or urine crystals from 

directly urine yet. Especially urea crystal had been measured with this kind of method for 

the first time with this thesis. 

Prelusively, the urine sample was dropped on a lamella directly after centrifugation and 

samples were dried, after that urine sediments have measured under the dispersive micro-

Raman microscope. Measurement process only needs a drop of urine sediment. Although 

several centrifugation process have been tried for determining the ideal centrifugation 

time and conditions, 10 min centrifuged parts of the urine involve higher number of 

crystals than others. 532 nm green laser source have been used in this investigations 

without too much fluorescence background problem.   

Furthermore, optimum microscope lens has determined as ×100 objective, from 

considering both images and spectra. In this study, the crystals of magnesium ammonium 

phosphate hexahydrate (Struvite), uric acid and urea have directly determined from the 

urine sample. The microscopic images of crystals have in good agreement with micro-

Raman analysis of the results. The spectra of crystals have some marker characteristic 

peaks for understanding the crystal types. The most characteristic peaks were determined 

as, 943 cm-1 for Struvite, 993 cm-1 for Uric acid and 1006 cm-1 for Urea.  

As a result, the micro-Raman spectroscopy technique can be used effectively for the 

detection of urine crystals. Further, this method seems very practical, especially for 

clinical applications because, sample preparation needs only a few minutes and it has 

quite simple results. And, perhaps, this technique may be utilized for the prediction of 

urinary stone type in the future, or it can be used as early diagnostic tool for renal stone 

growth.  
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